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InFor500 Procurement Services Overview

Our Procurement services help organization achieve their strategic goals, control costs,
reduce risk and accelerate innovation.

Procurement and Strategic Sourcing
Services
InFor500’s Procurement and Strategic Sourcing Services offer our clients a true global
Sourcing solution, delivering results and provide unprecedented insight to all sourcing
users.
We provide subject matter expertise to uncover savings opportunities, spend patterns,
and supplier performance. Our services deliver analytics designed to pinpoint top
opportunities and focused sourcing efforts to harness value.
We provide closed-loop sourcing services with incorporating the right talent, processes,
and tools, necessary to deliver savings, cost avoidance, and a seamless customer
experience.

“Every single Sourcing engagement is self-funding, returning
dollars back to our clients’ pockets”
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Our Approach
Our solution is designed to be a bolt-on extension to your in-houses systems. We
augment your existing team with deeply experienced industry talent, creating a holistic
solution to deliver results.
Whether it is a short engagement to help with a commodity-specific procurement
project; take an existing service out to market with the goal of securing cost reduction; or
to provide the entire Procurement Operations, we can do it all.

Service Areas
Our services include:
• Front End Services – We institutionalize the Procurement function by working with
the client to define the strategy, as well as all aspects of people, processes, and
tools needed for value realization. This includes:
o Analysis of Organization’s ‘as-is’ current capability level and access areas for
transformation
o Architecting the ‘to-be’ Procurement organization model, with tools and
processes
o Building the necessary infrastructure, and tie-ins to measure value
realization.
o Providing training and change management necessary to move the
Procurement organization along the value realization path.
• Middle Office Services - We provide best in class expertise across ‘direct’ and
‘indirect’ commodity knowledge, to execute on the Procurement strategy and
attain value.
o Full cycle end-to-end commodity management across all categories of spend
o Deliver current market supplier intel and procurement analytics
o Procurement Services - Includes sourcing for a broad variety of commodities
inclusive of technology, royalties, facilities, HR, travel, 3PL/4PL, contract
manufacturing services, etc. InFor500 works with both foreign and domestic
private/public agencies on negotiations, contract creation, and facilitation
throughout the entire RFP lifecycle process.
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• Back End Services - Business Process Fulfillment – We provide around-the-clock
business process fulfilment services in the areas of: Purchase Requisition to
Purchase Order (PR2PO) creation, spot buying, goods receipt (GR) processing,
Accounts Payable support, Procurement analytics, and contracts management.

“InFor500’s Full-Service Strategic and Operational Sourcing
Solutions deliver decades of Sourcing and industry expertise.”

Customer Benefits
InFor500 helps clients transform their Procurement function while delivering savings and
enhancing the internal customer experience. We help customers with the necessary
expertise needed for digital Procurement initiatives and transformations. Our clients
harness the following benefits:
• Deliver a self-funding services solution, generating cash from operations
• Up-scale the customer’s Procurement services organization
• Bottom-line and repeatable short and long-term savings across all commodities
• Accelerated go-to market activities for time-critical commodity purchases
• Increase in customer desire to engage with the Procurement team
• Structure beneficial contracts and terms
• Track and maintain a complete contract database to capture past and future
obligations
• Adherence to operational and financial controls
• Measurable Service levels (savings, cost avoidance, turnaround time, etc.)
• Rapid service scalability to meet business needs

“Bottom-line savings to self-fund our services”
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